
ORGANIZATIONAL CULTURE INVENTORY OCI

The Organizational Culture InventoryÂ® (OCIÂ®) is the most widely-used and thoroughly-researched tool for measuring
organizational culture in the world.

Organizational culture and transformational leadership as predictors of business unit performance.
Organizational Culture Inventory OCI makes it possible to address any obstacles that might prevent that.
Self-Actualizing: People stay motivated when they realize their full potential. Behavioral norms and
expectations: A quantitative approach to the assessment of organizational culture. Based on
people-orientation, and a tendency toward security needs. The current culture can then be compared to the
ideal culture. The culture values hard work, perfectionism, and persistence. Every individual vies for power,
attention, and appreciation. Do you use the OCI to map the current culture, the ideal culture or both? It
measures the willingness of employees to cooperate with and be open to a culture shift. Does your
organization display a Constructive, Passive, or Aggressive Culture? Though that might lead to better ideas, it
might also distract attention to irrelevant details. Cooke, Ph. This offers a treasure trove of information. It
describes the company culture in terms of what is needed to fit in and meet expectations. Journal of
managerial psychology, 21 6 ,  Quality is more important than quantity. This negative feedback system causes
people to shift responsibility to others. The OEI makes it possible to achieve changes related to realising
cultural goals. Humanistic-Encouraging: A Constructive Culture encourages employees to deliver their best.
For example, you could see all four styles of the Aggressive Culture at the same time in a very toxic
workplace culture. It assesses the behaviors that leaders and other members believe should be expected to
maximize effectiveness and enable the organization to reach its goals. Cooke and American J. A Human
Synergistics consultant or your accredited team member s can also engage your organization and its members
in defining and implementing a customized day blueprint for success using our Culture Quick-Start Program.
Conventional: Employees are bound by rules and regulations and act according to the prescribed standards
only. Questionnaires An Organizational Culture Inventory OCI works as follows: using questionnaires,
employees are interviewed as a group or individually. How to cite this article: Mulder, P. This will ensure they
have the skills to administer the OCI and identify appropriate levers to achieve long-term culture change.
Handbook of organizational culture and climate, 4,  The Human Synergistics Circumplex A visual model for
developing Constructive styles in individuals, managers, leaders, teams, and organizations If you agree with
the adage that "a picture's worth a thousand words," you'll understand the beauty of the Human Synergistics
Circumplex. Both employees and managers will indicate what they see as the most effective behaviour that
benefits their company. Especially in the case of the manually scored version, it can take a little longer for
participants to answer all the questions. What can be insightful though, is to assess your culture by the three
broad categories Constructive, Passive, and Aggressive. Do you have any tips or additions? Four of these
norms are positive and ensure supportive, constructive behaviour. How does the Circumplex work? An
Organizational Culture Inventory OCI shows how employees interact with each other, what they have in
common, and what is expected of them in terms of behaviour. Can you use the model in your changing
organisation? Constructive Culture Organizations that encourage healthy interaction, where people can share
ideas, exchange information and discuss things to come to solutions. You must be liked. Your rating is more
than welcome or share this article via Social media!


